UV Hygiene Training and Validation

Hand Washing Training
Teach best practise hand washing procedure to reduce the spread of infections

Directions for use:
• Apply 1-2 pumps of UV Glow Lotion to hands and spread evenly over the palms, back of hands and fingers.
• Place hands under UV light and check that hands are glowing uniformly. Spread lotion over any areas that are not glowing.
• Allow lotion to dry, then wash hands thoroughly and re-inspect under UV light.
• Any glowing marks remaining on the hands after washing highlight areas not washed properly.
• Teach best practise hand washing procedure, repeat and look for improvements.

UV Hand Washing Training Kit
• Includes UV LED Cabinet, 4 x Reveal UV Glow Lotion and Carrying Bag
• Lightweight, compact and durable
• 100 - 240 V AC / 50 - 60 Hz

Portable UV Hand Washing Training Kit
• Includes UV LED Unit, 2 x Reveal UV Glow Lotion and Carry Case
• Lightweight, compact and durable
• 100 - 240 V AC / 50 - 60 Hz

Reveal UV Glow Lotion
• Invisible/UV revealing hand lotion for use with UV blacklights
• Available in single 200 ml bottles or a pack of 12